Rice DSP in the Past, Present, and Future

Program
Version: 12 April 2019

Thursday 25 April 2019

Folks arriving early enough can self-organize and congregate Valhalla

Friday 26 April 2019

Location: BioScience Research Collaborative (BRC), Rice University
6566 Main St, Houston, TX 77030 (Map)

● 730am REGISTRATION AND BREAKFAST
● 830am WELCOME
● 9am GENESIS
  ○ Panel: C. Sidney Burrus (Rice), Al Oppenheim (MIT), Ron Schafer (Bell Labs) on the origin of the DSP universe
  ○ Speaker: C. Sidney Burrus on the genesis of the DSP program at Rice
● 945am WAVES OF PROGRESS
  ○ 1960s, 70s, 80s, 90s, 2000s, 2010s
● 1030am BREAK
● 11am A SELECTION OF DSP IMPACTS
  ○ DSP chips, Speech processing and analysis, Geophysics, Digital cameras
● 12pm LUNCH
● 130pm PRESENT
  ○ New Rice DSP faculty
  ○ Major Rice Initiatives
• 215pm  BREAK
• 3pm  FUTURE 1: The Future of DSP @ Rice
• 345pm  FUTURE 2: The Future of DSP Research (Panel)
• 445pm  FINALE
• 5pm  SOCIAL HOUR
• 6pm  DINNER
  ○ Program will be available soon
• 8pm  VALHALLA
  ○ Buses will take interested attendees to Valhalla
  ○ Folks can walk or Uber back to the Hilton

Saturday 27 April 2019

○ The Rice Village adjacent to the Rice campus has a plethora of cafes and restaurants for folks to continue visiting